
SEK Museum Alliance

Rate us on the meeting!

Circle one number for each 

statement ranging from  1-Totally 

Agree to  7-Totally Disagree n=23

How would you rate today's meeting on each of the following:

The Organization section was worthwhile and meaningful. 1.24

The Education section provided information that I can use. 1.35

My time was well spent at today's meeting. 1.10

In a few words, tell us what you think!

What did you like about today's meeting?

Presentations

Slide show info-both info for alliance and Small Museums

Presentation on small museum and passports

Other presentation was great!

Organization

I like the way the meeting was kept on track.

Got some decisions made!

This format works good for this group

Well organized

Stayed on schedule

Moving the organization along

Nicely organized - Agenda successful

It was nicely structured, without being dictatorial.

Very Productive

Kept it moving

Collaboration

We all have same goals

Well attended

Meeting people who care about things I care about

Lots of great ideas

Education

It was and education for me.

Understanding that our challenges are not unique

It was all so interesting

Other

Making a big impact

Glad to get something started

Enthusiasm

One suggestion, limit stories to host or just one or two from host to keep on focus of all museums.

Woo Hoo!

How could we improve the SEK Museum Alliance meetings?

less chatter

Continue to communicate regularly

This was very informational

Nothing I can think of

Keep talking

have informative talks about other museums

serve light refreshments
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SEK Museum Alliance

At this point I have no recommendations

Mixer to force people together

Provide a list & map of museums both attending & contacted

It was nice to have new ones today, but it would have been good to have a list on hand of names & org. represented.

Doing great

Give us your an idea for a project that will further the SEK Museum Alliance mission:

Passport Program (7)

Passports with alliance events established

The passport idea sounds like it could be beneficial to this area.

Passport

Museum Passport

passport for museum promotion s

"Passport" program

Passport Idea is fantastic, and would be a major way to help all the museums in the Alliance

Tourism Publication (4)

Map of all museum and info.

Tourism Booklet - check w/SEK Tourism Too

I like the idea of revising/updating the brochure list all museums

Brochure which has all SEK Museums listed

Other

Museum Fair

Encourage all museum to get digitized

publicity about this new entity

A vinyl-cling to put in the windows of participating museum to identify membership

Program exchanges of unique history

Make a suggestion for an educational program: 

Topics of Interest

Using Past Perfect

Preservation aides

KSHS resources, research material, grants, etc.

Grant writing

Preservation Expert

Face Book

Local Museums

Where to get new displays, cabinets, & items to update a& refresh our collection

I like hearing about each museum

Share mission statements

Share finance models

Economical resources (Things to recycle, re-use, re-purpose) for use in museums

Rotating small exhibitions between orgs. with the lender org. personalizing edu talk at opening or close.

Other

Excellent choice for today - Small Museums Making a Big Impact

Love the Logo!

How do you get more people to help with keeping energy & interest in your cause.

Can't think of one at this time

Old time toys and games

Educate all museums of SEK Alliance
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